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entered into a partnership with Netlims for all of its LIS needs.  
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The implementation of Netlims was rapid and resulted in NICL being 
operational within six months. The smooth implementation was due 
largely to NICL’s deep understanding of all stakeholders needs and 
Netlims’ boutique approach to client service – operating with dedication, 
urgency, and flexibility. This enabled NICL to get its LIS system perfectly 
catered to it’s individual business needs.  

Netlims offered far and away more functionality than NICL’s previous LIS 
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About Netlims:

Netlims is an end-to-end, cloud-based laboratory information system (LIS) provider. Its 
flagship product – LabOS, is web based and comes with an open API. LabOS can 
receive orders from external electronic systems, and can integrate with medical 
devices and instrumentation including point-of-care and telehealth data integration. 
It significantly improves workflow by automating lab processes, and offers clinical 
decision support using advanced algorithms.

https://www.youtube.com/labOS-LISwww.netlims.com


